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The synonyms of “Electrifying” are: thrilling

Electrifying as an Adjective

Definitions of "Electrifying" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “electrifying” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Causing a surge of emotion or excitement.
Arousing a sudden sense of great excitement; thrilling.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Electrifying" as an adjective (1 Word)

thrilling Causing a surge of emotion or excitement.
A thrilling performer to watch.

https://grammartop.com/thrilling-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Electrifying" as an adjective

She gave an electrifying performance.
She delivered an electrifying speech.
The atmosphere in the stadium was electrifying.
Tens of thousands of fans were treated to an electrifying performance.
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Associations of "Electrifying" (30 Words)

auto
A motor vehicle with four wheels; usually propelled by an internal
combustion engine.
The auto industry.

automobile Travel in an automobile.

bus Travel by bus.
The fenders had fallen off that old bus.

cable A television system that transmits over cables.
Steel cables held the convoy together.

device Something in an artistic work designed to achieve a particular effect.
A measuring device.
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distraction
An obstacle to attention.
The firm found passenger travel a distraction from the main business of
moving freight.

drive Strike with a driver as in teeing off.
His drive helped Leeds to four Cup finals.

driver A golfer who hits the golf ball with a driver.
Mule drivers.

electric A car that is powered by electricity.
Electric wiring.

electricity
A physical phenomenon associated with stationary or moving electrons and
protons.
They built a car that runs on electricity.

electron An elementary particle with negative charge.

electronic Of music produced by electronic instruments.
The electronic edition of the newspaper.

emitter The electrode in a transistor where electrons originate.
Infrared emitters.

gear
Wheelwork consisting of a connected set of rotating gears by which force is
transmitted or motion or torque is changed.
Now the champions moved up a gear.

generator A person or thing that generates something.
He was the generator of several complaints.

light
Of the military or industry using or being relatively small or light arms or
equipment.
The light of my life.

machine
Turn shape mold or otherwise finish by machinery.
The party s fund raising is helping it to build a formidable political
machine.

machinist A person who operates a machine, especially a machine tool or a sewing
machine.

mechanics
The branch of physics concerned with the motion of bodies in a frame of
reference.
Skills like carpentry motor mechanics and electrics.

motor Driven by a motor.
The sander has a smooth and powerful 520 watt motor.

motorist The driver of a car.

https://grammartop.com/distraction-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/drive-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/driver-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/electronic-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/gear-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/generator-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/mechanics-synonyms
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neutrino
A neutral subatomic particle with a mass close to zero and half integral spin
which rarely reacts with normal matter Three kinds of neutrinos are known
associated with the electron muon and tau particle.

physics
The branch of science concerned with the nature and properties of matter
and energy The subject matter of physics includes mechanics heat light and
other radiation sound electricity magnetism and the structure of atoms.
He studied the physics of radiation.

plug A socket into which an electric plug can be fitted.
Plug a nickle.

pulley Hoist with a pulley.
The tree house was built on the ground and pulleyed into the branches.

recharge
(of a person) return to a normal state of mind or strength after a period of
exertion.
She needs a bit of time to recharge after giving so much of herself.

speedometer A meter fixed to a vehicle that measures and displays its speed.
streetcar A tram.

tram Travel by tram.
A tramcar carries coal out of a coal mine.

wire A length or quantity of wire used to carry an electric current for fencing etc.
A coil of copper wire.

https://grammartop.com/plug-synonyms
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